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Dear Friend -- 

Los Angeles may be a big city, but I like to
approach our local government like we’re a small
town.

I love holding pop-up office hours at farmers
markets, church fairs, and high school athletic
events. I love leading my “Hikes with Mike” where I
get to chat with neighbors. I love going door-to-
door, taking meetings in our Mom & Pop shops,
and leading community improvement projects.

Local government is supposed to be about people
power. That’s how I like to govern, and that’s how I
like to campaign. As I launch my re-election, will
you please help me run a people-powered
campaign by joining me at the world-famous
Lantern House in Venice next Saturday, March
26?

Please click here to RSVP for my Saturday, March 26 event.

If you invest in my re-election, you’ll get a candidate who embraces a small-town approach
to governance of a big city. You’ll get an elected official who believes in keeping our streets
safe and clean, investing in our infrastructure, and making ours a city of vibrant, green and
sustainable neighborhoods. You’ll get a public official who believes that governance is more
than just what happens at City Hall; it's what happens in our neighborhoods, our schools,
and in our small businesses. 

I'm very happy to have terrific friends like Scott Mayers, Sheila Mickelson, Michael
Millman, Sara Nichols, Cara Robin, Greg Dina & Travis Pham, The West LA Democratic
Club and The Westchester-Playa Democratic Club all co-hosting Saturday's event and I
hope I can count on you to join us there. 

Even if you can't make it to Saturday's event, every dollar helps at this early stage of the
campaign. Will you please visit my website and donate $11 today?

THANK YOU!

Regards,

MIKE
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